Golo bhai’s visit to Guyana, 20 to 24 May, 2017
Golo spent four days in Guyana from Saturday, 20th to Wednesday, 24th May, 2017, after arriving from
neighbouring Suriname. He met the local BK family on Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning. On
Saturday he treated us with his perspectives on the environment and the how consciousness manifests
in the realities we create. On Sunday he shared about his wonderful journey from his early years in gyan
33 years ago to his part in the development of solar energy projects.
Sunday evening brought together a gathering of over 60 persons for a public programme with his
presentation entitled: “Clean Energy and a Love for the Earth,” with a focus on climate change and the
magical effect of consciousness on matter; followed by a powerful guided meditation that left the
feeling of a stillness suspended in the air.

On Monday evening he met a small farming
community at the residence of a BK in that
locality, speaking to them about “Caring for the
Earth” and introducing to them the research on
“Yogic Farming” done by the Brahma Kumaris in
India. Some of the farmers indicated an interest
in experimenting with the Yogic Farming idea.

The next evening, following the visit to an organic farm owned by a BK, he met a quite different rural
audience – the female family members of another farming community, this time in a temple! After
being treated to lots of devotional singing, he made the same presentation as the evening before, to an
audience captivated by something so different from what they normally hear in a temple, yet so
relevant to their lives.

Earlier the same day Golo had a live radio
interview, also on the topic of Climate Change, at
one of the more popular FM radio stations.

On Wednesday he departed for Trinidad in the company of Sister Hemlata, who had also arrived from
Suriname, the day before.
And finally we must add that the BK family itself benefitted tremendously from what we learned from
Golo about Climate Change and consciousness, leaving us dwelling on our own inspirations for change.

Thank you Sister Hemlata, Sonja, Golo and the rest of the Green Team
Mark, on behalf of the Guyana family

